The link between the equation b(b + a) − a 2 = 0 concerning the side b and the diagonal a of a regular pentagon and the Cassini identity
Introduction
Let F 0 = 1, F 1 = 1 and, for n ≥ 2, F n = F n−2 + F n−1 be the Fibonacci numbers. It is well known that lim n→∞ and that in theoretical computer science the Fibonacci word f = 101101011011010110 . . . is a cutting sequence representing the golden ratio Φ (also called Divina Proportione by Luca Pacioli). Concerning the Fibonacci numbers, the Fibonacci word and the golden ratio, see [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] [22] and [25] .
It is also well known that, given three consecutive Fibonacci numbers F i ≤ F i+1 < F i+2 , the following Cassini identity F i F i+2 − F 2 i+1 = (−1) i holds. In this paper we support our thesis that the discovery of incommensurability and of the previous equalities came "almost simultaneously", most likely first the pythagorean equality and immediately after the Cassini identity.
Indeed the Cassini identity is strictly related to the studies and the fundamental results of the Pythagorean School (hereafter simply School) on the incommensurability: side and diagonal of the regular pentagon are incommensurable (see Figure 1 ). The result: if b is the side and a is the diagonal of a regular pentagon, then b : a = a : (b + a) and b(b + a) − a 2 = 0 precedes of a very short period of time the discoveries of Fibonacci numbers and Cassini identity F i F i+2 − F 2 i+1 = (−1) i see [19] .
The irrational number Φ
The School tried for a long time to find a common measure between the diagonal and the side of the regular pentagon. In the proof of these fundamental results (that we shortly recall hereafter) the following Pythagorean Proposition 0.1 (see [18] ) plays a crucial role (and the same will happen in the first proof of the main result of this paper, Proposition 0.17). A common measure of diagonal and side of a regular pentagon implies the existence of a segment U and two positive integers β and α such that U is contained β times in b, the side, and α time in a, the diagonal. Using elementary results on similar triangles, we easily reach the equalities β : α = α : (β + α) and β(β + α) = α 2 . But, two such integers β and α do not exist by an old well-known odd-even argument: i) β and α both odd implies β(β + α) even and α 2 odd (contradiction), ii) β odd and α even implies β(β + α) odd and α 2 even (contradiction), iii) β even and α odd implies β(β + α) even and α 2 odd (contradiction), iv) β and α both even then, using the Pythagorean Proposition 0.1, we retrieve one of the three previous cases i), ii) and iii) (contradiction). So β and α cannot be both integers. So side and diagonal of the regular pentagon cannot have a common measure and the following theorem is proved. 
Fibonacci numbers and their relation with incommensurability
We will present hereafter an argument that shows how the Fibonacci numbers and the Cassini identity appeared naturally during the development of the argument of the incommensurability. Several attempts to find a common measure of side and diagonal of the regular pentagon were not successful and will hereafter be examined in depth. Consider two Propositions on the triangle well known today and also well known to the School:
Proposition 0.3. The greatest side of a triangle is that opposite to the greatest angle.
Proposition 0.4. The sum of two sides is greater than the third side.
Considering the isosceles triangle formed by two consecutive sides and by a diagonal of a regular pentagon, the School would have noticed, by Proposition 0.3, the inequality β < α and, by Proposition 0.4, the inequality α < 2β. This is enough to immediately eliminate the side as a common measure (β = 1). Now, let β ≥ 2. Being β and α integers, from β < α < 2β, we have β + 1 ≤ α ≤ 2β − 1. Considering the necessary equality β(β + α) = α 2 and using the above lower bound and upper bound, the School easily eliminated the following segments as common measure: the half of the side (2(2 + 3) − 3 2 = 0), the third of the side (3(3 + 4) − 4 2 = 0 2/10 and 3(3 + 5) − 5 2 = 0), the fourth part of the side (4(4 + 5) − 5 2 = 0, 4(4 + 6) − 6 2 = 0 e 4(4 + 7) − 7 2 = 0) and so on. On the other hand, continuing in this way the calculation is increasingly long and difficult as, for each β > 1, one must consider β − 1 candidates for α. The departing geometric problem (find a common measure U ) is now an arithmetic problem: given an integer β does there exist an integer α ≥ β such that β(β + α) − α 2 = 0? When the recalled argument of incommensurability was completed and consequently it was clear that the answer to this question would be "NO" for each β, we believe that the School has considered the just obtained result as a motivation for a new research and has been argumented as follows: as β(β + α) − α 2 is never 0, we wish to see for what values of β and α the difference between the greatest and the smallest of the numbers β(β + α) and α 2 assumes the value 1, which is the minimum possible one. This is a typical curiosity of mathematicians: when they solve a problem, their attention is immediately attracted by the new and often numerous problems that the solution always carries with it. So, we simply believe that, after the discovery of the incommensurability, the School has focused on this new problem.
Today, to find the above recalled values of β and α is very easy using a computer. It is possible to write a program that searches, finds and puts all these values in the following table. My brother Mario wrote the program and this is what happens: If, as I think, the School has really tried to find these values of β and α then they have all noticed the peculiarity of the numbers in the table. The Fibonacci numbers are in the first, second and third column and, in addition, the square of the Fibonacci numbers are in the fifth column while the fourth column contains alternately the predecessor and the successor of these squares, see [19] . Now, let i ≥ 0 and F i the i th Fibonacci number. Does there exist an integer α ≥ β such that the difference between the greatest and the smallest of the numbers F i (F i + α) and α 2 assumes the value 1? Sure, it exists. The table shows that, for each i, 1 ≤ F i ≤ 1000, the required number α is exactly F i+1 and
i and, as it is well-known, the following lemma holds (see for instance [8] ).
Lemma 0.5. Cassini identity. For each non negative integer i and for each Fibonacci number F i the following equality holds
As we have seen before, step by step the School has picked up new Fibonacci numbers. Each new one discovered corresponded to a more accurate (but not exact!) measurement of the side and diagonal of the regular pentagon. In this sense, the School has discovered and proved the equality lim n→∞ Fn+1 Fn = Φ, certainly not in the very precise form of the current modern epsilon-delta definition that it has today, but surely in the sense that the difference Φ −
Fn+1
Fn became ever smaller and smaller.
Cassini identity and characterization of Fibonacci numbers
We introduce a definition which will be crucial in the rest of the paper.
Definition 0.6. Let β ≥ 1 an integer. When there exists an integer α, α ≥ β, such that, for some non-negative integer γ, the equality
γ holds, then we say that β is a Hippasus number and that α is a Hippasus successor of β.
For the aims of this paper, using the previous definition 1 , we can obtain a more suitable reformulation of the Cassini identity 0.5:
The following Lemma 0.13 offers an even more precise reformulation of the Cassini identity 0.5. In order to prove Proposition 0.17 we need several lemmas. Proof. For n > 2, we have 1(1 + n) − n 2 ≤ −5.
Lemma 0.11. If β > 1 is a Hippasus number and α is one of its Hippasus successors then α > β.
Proof. For β > 1, the equality β(β + β) − (β) 2 = (−1) γ is impossible for each integer γ. So if α exist we must have α > β.
Lemma 0.12. A Hippasus number greater than 1 has a unique Hippasus successor.
Proof. Let β > 1 a Hippasus number and α and α , α = α , both Hippasus successors of β. By the previous Lemma, we have α > β and α > β.
Without loss of generality, suppose α < α . There exists δ > 0 and γ, γ non negative integers such that α = α + δ, β(β + α) − α 2 = (−1)
γ and α = α + δ cannot be a Hippasus successor of β. Contradiction. Then two different integers α, α cannot be both Hippasus successors of the same β.
So, with the exception of 1 (that is, in a sense, ambiguous) any other Hippasus number β has a unique Hippasus successor α that is strictly greater than β. Now, we can precise Proposition 0.7
Proposition 0.13. For the Fibonacci numbers the following statements hold: i) F 0 = 1 is an Hippasus number and F 1 = 1 is an Hippasus successor of it, ii) F 1 = 1 is an Hippasus number and F 2 = 2 is an Hippasus successor of it, iii) for each i > 1, F i is an Hippasus number and F i+1 is its unique Hippasus successor.
Proof. i) follows by Lemma 0.8, ii) follows by Lemma 0.9 and finally, as for i > 1 we have F i ≥ 2, iii) follows by Proposition 0.7 and 0.12.
Lemma 0.14. Let β be a Hippasus number and α be a Hippasus successor of β. Then α − β ≤ β.
Proof. It is a trivial verification if β = 1 and α = 1 and if β = 1 and α = 2. So, let β > 1. We know that, for some γ ≥ 0, β(β + α) − α 2 = (−1) γ . By way of contradiction, suppose α − β > β. We have
Contradiction. So, in any case, we have α − β ≤ β.
In some sense 0 is a "Hippasus number" having 1 as one of its Hippasus successors (indeed we have 0(0 + 1) − 1 = −1) but by our choice, a Hippasus number must be positive, see Definition 0.6. For this reason in the next lemma we add the condition α > β with which we exclude the case β = 1 and α = 1.
Lemma 0.15. Let β be a Hippasus number and α be a Hippasus successor of β with α > β. Then α − β is a Hippasus number and β is a Hippasus successor of α − β.
Proof. By Lemma 0.14 we have 0 < α − β ≤ β. Moreover, we know that for some γ we have
γ+1 that exactly says that α − β is a Hippasus number and β is a Hippasus successor of α − β. So, we have to prove that a Hippasus number greater than 1 is a Fibonacci number. Let β be such a number. We know, by Definition 0.6, that β has a Hippasus successor α and, being β > 1, we also know that α > β (by Lemma 0.11) and that α is unique (by Lemma 0.12).
We know, by Lemma 0.15, that α − β is a Hippasus number and that β is a Hippasus successor of α−β. By Lemma 0.14 we have that α−β ≤ β, i.e., there are two possibilities α − β = β and α − β < β. If α − β = β, then by Lemma 0.16, β = 1. Contradiction. So we must have α − β < β. Put β = β 1 and α − β = β 2 . It may happen that β 1 − β 2 < β 2 . Put β 3 = β 1 − β 2 . It may similarly happen that β 2 − β 3 < β 3 . Put β 4 = β 2 − β 3 . And so on indefinitely. In principle, we thus have two possibilities: -either, for each positive integer k, after the selection of the integer β k we select β k+1 with β k+1 < β k ;
-either the process of selection of β k+1 strictly smaller of β k will fail at a certain stage.
Let us take these two possibilities in turn 2 . By Pythagorean Proposition 0.1 (an infinite strictly decreasing sequence of positive integers cannot exist) the first possibility cannot happen. So, the process of selection of β k+1 strictly smaller of β k will fail at a certain stage when, for a given integer, say i,
So, we suppose that we have selected
By hypothesis β = β 1 is a Hippasus number and β 2 , . . . , β i−2 , β i−1 , β i , β i+1 are all Hippasus numbers by Lemma 0.15. Moreover, again by Lemma 0.15, β i is a successor of β i+1 , β i−1 is a successor of β i , . . . , β 1 is a successor of β 2 , α is a successor of β = β 1 .
Considering β i−1 − β i = β i+1 = β i , by Lemma 0.16, we have:
By construction β i−1 = 2 = F 2 has a unique Hippasus successor that is β i−2 but, as the Fibonacci number F 2 has a unique Hippasus successor that is F 3 (see Lemma 0.13), we have that
. . . . . . . . , and, continuing in this way, . . . . . . . . . ,
A second proof could be the following. By way of contradiction, suppose that the set of Hippasus numbers which are not Fibonacci numbers is non empty. By the minimum principle this set admits a minimum element, say β. Necessarily, β is strictly greater than 2 and has a unique Hippasus successor, say α. Consider α − β that, by Lemma 0.15, is a Hippasus number. If α − β = β then, by Lemma 0.16, β = 1 that is a Fibonacci number. Contradiction. If α − β < β then, by Lemma 0.15, α − β is a Hippasus number and strictly smaller than β. Contradiction too.
The second proof, that uses the minimum principle, is shorter than the first one, which we prefer as it uses explicitly the Pythagorean Proposition 0.1.
Proposition 0.7 and Proposition 0.17 imply the following Proposition 0.18. A positive integer is a Hippasus number if, and only if, it is a Fibonacci number.
By our previous results we are convinced that the relations between the pythagorean equality b(b + a) − a 2 = 0 and the Cassini Identity β(β + α) − α 2 = (−1) γ are really very strict. At least in our thesis, the School, that discovered the first equality, hardly could have ignored the second one. In other terms, when the School found a Hippasus number then the same School simultaneusly found a Fibonacci number, because no other number could have be found. In order to add another argument to our previous ones, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 0.19. Let β be a Hippasus number and α be a Hippasus successor of β. Then α is a Hippasus number and α + β is a Hippasus successor of α.
Proof. For some γ we have (−1)
i.e. α is a Hippasus number and α + β is a Hippasus successor of it.
Corollary 0.20. If a is a Hippasus number and b is its Hippasus successor then a + b is a Hippasus number.
Corollary 0.20 certifies that the laws of formation of Fibonacci numbers and of Hippasus numbers are the same! Much better, the Fibonacci law F n + F n+1 = F n+2 rediscovers the Pythagorean law given in the previous Corollary 0.20. Moreover, the Definition 0.6 of Hippasus numbers is operational and allows us to find Hippasus numbers one after the other.
The Wasteel result of next section is just a criterion to decide if two integers are consecutive Fibonacci numbers.
With Fibonacci numbers the surprises never end
Dickson recalls in [9] the following result of Wasteels, proved in [25] .
Proposition 0.21. Two positive integers x and y for which y 2 − xy − x 2 equals +1 or −1 are consecutive terms of the series of Fibonacci.
Matiyasevich in [14] with reference to the result of Wasteels says: The fact that successive Fibonacci numbers give the solution of Eq. (25) was presented by JeanDominique Cassini to the Academie Royale des Sciences as long ago as 1680. It can be proved by a trivial induction. At the same time the stronger fact that Eq. (25) is characteristic of the Fibonacci numbers is somehow not given in standard textbooks. The induction required to prove the converse is less obvious, and that fact seems to be the
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reason for the inclusion of the problem of inverting Cassini's identity as Exercise 6.44 in Concrete Mathematics by Ronald Graham, Donald Knuth, and Oren Patashnik [13] . As the original source of this problem the authors cite my paper [21] , but I have always suspected that such a simple and fundamental fact must have been discovered long before me. This suspicion turned out to be justified: I have recently found a paper of M. Wasteels [41] published in 1902 in the obscure journal Mathesis.
3
A pentagon on a portale of "Duomo di Prato" refers to Fibonacci numbers 4 and a octagon on the same portale seems to have a reference to a singular construction of an octagon that uses Fibonacci numbers! This octagon is not regular but very impressively similar to a regular octagon: we design two concentric circles having diameters F n and F n+2 , the two horizontal straight line tangent to the inner circle and the two vertical straight line tangent to the same inner circle. These four lines cut the larger circle into 8 points. We denote by P n and Q n the two of them having the following coordinates and lying in the first quadrant: . We also denote by e n the side of the regular octagon inscribed in the circle of diameter F n+2 . We have that:
-the value dn Fn tends to the limit -the value en Fn tends to the limit
2 , i.e. about 1.00187. It seems that the architech of the "Duomo di Prato" was Carboncettus marmorarius see [5] and [6] . For these reasons one can speak about Carboncettus octagon!
